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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
by Joel Mkunqwana

Once again we take pride in reflecting our programmes

3. Information and Lobbying – a solid structure for gathering

energy or electricity which would then serve to guide and

and activities for the past year. It has certainly been a year

information as well targeted lobbying interventions has

inform future social housing developments for greening,

of highs and lows for the social housing sector in which we

been established and pursued for the following key sector

funding, design and tenant involvement mechanisms.

attempted to forge ahead with outlined key interventions

issues:

during 2013. This allowed us to consolidate the milestones

3.1

we attained in endeavouring to ensure a supportive and

3.2. Institutional subsidy allocations and commitments in

sustainable environment for a growing and strengthened

Structured allocation of RCG subsidies

Further to the above, NASHO forged ahead with the

some other regions

critical aspect of Capacity Development through the
establishment of a dedicated resource and systems

social housing sector in SA.

3.3. Pursuit of urban regeneration solutions and linkage to

There were certainly complex issues as well as challenging

3.4. The RCG quantum and income thresholds

dimensions in this year which we had to contend and

3.5. Deriving confidence in social housing delivery

We have continued consultative meetings with the SHRA

navigate ourselves through as a sector. To capture the

3.6. Long term funding model

to ensure continued realisation of such programmes given

social housing

unit. This was however constrained by the inability and
uncertainty by the SHRA to finance related programmes.

related challenges and complexities facing the sector, we

the importance of ensuring a growing and developed

have put together an assessment and work plan document

Notwithstanding the above challenges, several key

social housing sector that can best position itself to be

which highlights the following:

workshops and exchange of information and local and

responsive and capable in developing and managing

international visits were instrumental in getting some

social rental and support social development requirements

1. The State of the Sector – an increased Restructuring

useful comparative benchmarks for urban regeneration

and challenges. Although the above issues appear

Capital Grant (RCG) SHRA investment programme for

and

NASHO

daunting and challenging, the work done and lobbying

6 700 units which was characterised by lack of capacity

consolidated the work done in 2012 by pursuing earlier

that requires further pursuit to attain related success with

to deliver related units relative to SHIP 4B. Also access

outputs and understanding derived from several workshops

these programmes will continue to prevail. The last year

to appropriately located land is a further factor limiting

and

urban

has therefore created an absolute commitment to having

proper allocation of RCG subsidies. There appears to be

regeneration and community development programmes

these programmes rolled out successfully and we hope

lack of a structured process for release and use of public

from local SHIs in Cape Town and Johannesburg. This also

and trust that 2014 will allow us to soar to greater heights of

land other an ad hoc arrangement which seriously affects

extended to study visits to Ontario by delegations of NASHO

achievement if we are to be a dynamic and thriving sector

the ability to derive greater impact relative to use of well

members during February 2014 to look at the value of such

that relates to its committed 2030 vision.

located land for long term integration. There remains

programmes in changing the landscapes of Cities through

uncertainty as to whether the recently approved higher

coherent partnerships between various stakeholders.

community

comparative

development

benchmarks

programmes.

dealing

with

apportionment for RCG subsidies will apply retrospectively

I would like to once again take this opportunity in closing to
thank all our members, government and related agencies,

for projects approved under Phase 4B.

Another useful intervention was the launch of the Greening

local and international partners for their support without

of Social Housing as a joint initiative with the World Wildlife

whom we would not have reached these levels of maturity

2. Income Targets – The long term operational viability of

Foundation (WWF) of SA, NEDBANK Trust and the SHRA

and growth. This has strengthened our ability and resolve

existing projects as well as development of new projects

which saw two identified pilots for greening features

to confront and deal with sector challenges whilst aiming

is seriously undermined by continued lack of review of

using some Madulammoho and Communicare rental

to enhance a responsive social housing industry in SA.

current income targets for existing as well as planned social

complexes to demonstrate and learn from such greening

housing projects which seriously hampers the sector’s

effects and features installed on these properties. This will

I thank you,

ability to develop and operate such rental assets on a

allow for monitoring of the impact of such features and

The Chairman

sustainable basis.

usage in these complexes, especially water usage and
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GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT

by Malcolm McCarthy

HARMEN OOSTRA

This was a year of much promise but tinged with frustration

Overall the year has again proven that SHIs are at the

both for NASHO and the social housing sector. With

heart of the sector.

increased government and investor interest in the sector,

stronger the quality of delivery, the greater the impact for

there was the real opportunity to build and strengthen

the development of our cities. Often though they are left

An important ingredient in the growth of NASHO is the contribution made by Harmen Oostra. He joined the staff of

social housing. This was a primary focus for us in 2013.

having to struggle to make a marginal but critical business

NASHO in 2011 as a Technical Advisor through the Netherlands - SA Government partnership. Since then he has made a

work with very limited external support. The promise for

major contribution to developing the NASHO Capacity Development programme. But more than that he has provided

We launched the work on Long Term Financing for the

development of social housing with the introduction of the

wise advice and assistance across all the work of NASHO. At a time where internal financing for NASHO is difficult he has

sector. This has involved the draft preparation of ‘Social

SHRA has dimmed a little in the past year. Its concentration

strongly supported our bids for project financing from Holland.

Housing Vision 2030’ to take us beyond the short term

on the short term spend of capital subsidy and little attention

and often ad-hoc approach to developing the sector.

to developing a supportive institutional framework has

But before his direct involvement in NASHO, Harmen had spent 8 years in the country providing invaluable support in

In conjunction with the WWF–SA we are undertaking an

not helped the sector. These shortcomings were further

building the sector. Now though he is retiring and heading back to live again in Holland. We are sure that we can tempt

exciting project looking at the best approaches to ‘Green’

emphasised with the suspension of the CEO and Chief

him back to do short term work with us.

investment in the sector.

Operational

Officer

FAREWELL AND THANKS

The more successful they are the

pending

internal

investigations,

weakening it further in delivering on its mandate.
Our work on Social Housing and Community Development

Hambani kahle Harmen and Sanny. We and the sector will miss you. But we hope that our thanks will best be expressed
by building on your intent of a strong and sustainable social housing sector in South Africa. Know that you are always

has brought together an increasing number of SHIs engaged

All of this highlights the importance of the role that NASHO

in neighbourhood development. Our Social Housing and

and its members have to play if we are to have a strong

Urban Regeneration initiatives are shifting the focus of

and sustainable sector in the future. We feel confident

SH projects as ad-hoc individual projects to becoming

we can do this in partnership with other key stakeholder

more programmatic in nature. They are also practically

groups like SALGA, HDA, WWF-SA and others with whom

beginning to address the shortage of the right sort of land

we have built strong and mutually focused activities. We

and buildings. Our joint initiative with SALGA has meant

continue to appreciate the support from social housing

a greater emphasis and some success in strengthening

compatriots in other countries. AEDES through the

constructive partnerships between SHIs and municipalities.

Netherlands - SA Government partnership has continued to

Our capacity development programme has reached a

provide excellent technical and project financing support.

large number of SHIs and other stakeholders in the sector.

Rooftops - Canada has provided strong inputs through

Here too we have moved to a much greater emphasis on

its technical support and exchange programme, always

a programmatic approach with some concentration on

responsive to the changing demands and challenges in

strengthening rapidly expanding SHIs and our initiative on

this country.

welcome here whether working or dropping in for a cup of our quality coffee and a chat.

mentoring and national and international exchanges.
Next year we expect NASHO to deliver an even better
We have continued with our campaigning an information

programme with the objective of not only supporting

sharing around critical ‘now’ issues in the sector like

and extending the work of our members, but in building a

‘quantum of RCG’, income thresholds, and better

social housing sector that can impact the form of our cities

approaches to monitoring and evaluating SHIs. On these

and give real development opportunities to thousands of

we have only had limited success despite the engagement

families.

of a range of key institutions.
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CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT UNIT
by John Mofokeng

2013 signalled the 3rd year running since the Capacity

Introduction to Social Housing:

Tenant Landlord Relations Best Practice:

Social Housing Planning, Implementation and Monitoring:

Development Unit opened doors and rolled out its first

In the last few years we have started to see the growing

Very few will argue that the demands of healthy interactions

The role of municipalities in the Social Housing Program is

training intervention. Since then more than 700 participants

government investment into the Social Housing sector. The

between landlords and tenants are of paramount

undeniably crucial. From locating this in their IDP Housing

have come through our programs that range from training

2011 Stats SA Census report is amongst many indicators

importance, both in a commercial rental market and Social

chapters, to identify, package and release land parcels

workshops, best practice workshops and facilitated forums.

that South African cities and towns will continue to grow

housing, and a lack thereof can be a threat that not only

for Social Housing Projects, to establishing partnerships with

In addition to this, the past 12 months saw us take part in

exponentially as more and more people come out to the

renders the rental housing sector unsustainable but also

delivery agents such as Social Housing Institutions to ensure

partnership projects with external partners to advance the

urban areas in seeking better life opportunities. At least

undermines the developmental agenda of government.

program delivery. Municipalities are a critical partner in this

agenda of Social Housing capacity development.

the next couple of years will see this growing government

At the request of the Eastern Cape Department of Human

equation. NASHO working with SALGA approached Nuffic,

investment increase as cities and towns gear themselves

Settlement Directorate of Rental and Social Housing

a development programme run by the Dutch Department

As we look at the journey of the past three years, of

up to responding to this growing trend of urbanisation. As

Intervention, NASHO moved to organise this two day

of Foreign Affairs to finance capacity development of

particular interest is the depiction of growth or lack thereof.

Social Housing practitioners it will be increasingly important

interactive workshop involving SHIs and tenants and other

a select number of municipalities on their social housing

The report below takes a look at some advances we

to understand the programs imperatives in redressing

critical stakeholders to this relationship to come under

prerogatives.

have made over the last 12 months as a unit while taking

some of the apartheid planning legacies and responding

one roof and sit around the table. The initiative comes on

coming from 10 municipalities throughout various towns

a critical look at some challenges we were met with and

to this trend. The focus of this two day workshop was to arm

the backdrop of a concerning escalation of isolated but

and cities in South Africa are taking part in this 3-block

lessons learned.

participants with this background and give perspective on

somewhat critical incidents of strained relations between

structured programme spanning an 8 month period that

how Social Housing Institutions can play an important role

landlords and tenants and cases that continue to linger

started in November 2013 and will continue until June 2014.

in creating better living environments.

over months and months. Even before the debates and

On the training front, our 2013 work kicked off with hosting
the following training sessions and best practice workshops.

exchanges were heard and presentations made, this

The account below covers and highlights a synopsis on a

initiative was hailed as the first intervention of its kind in

few training opportunities. Full detailed reports on all of

the sector to tackle head-on the uncomfortable topics

the 2013 trainings are available at NASHO main office on

confronting the Rental Social Housing sector and chant in

request.

areas that no other province has yet chanted in.
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CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT UNIT

Dealing with Rent Boycotts - Best Practice:

Social Housing and Community Development:

Public Relations and Communication:

Over the years, cases of building hi-jackings and tenant

As a follow up to the Best Practice workshop on Community

Together with Joan Stow who is responsible for NASHOs

uprisings have been on the rise in our society. The scourge

Development, NASHO organised two workshops in 2013

PR and Communications we organised a workshop that

which plagues both public and private sectors alike, is sadly

which were attended by representatives of 12 of our

focused on PR and Communication, strategy, plans

fast becoming a phenomena even in the social housing

members. The workshops gave the members a platform

and programmes of 10 of our members.

sector as well. Whether the reason is self-enrichment by

to exchange knowledge and experiences which assisted

step to ensure that this important subject is dealt with in

a few unscrupulous elements or an attempt by a few bad

in the development of more Community Development

a professional manner. The development of a PR and

tenants trying to influence the residents, what has been

strategies, plans and programmes. With the assistance of

Communications Handbook and a follow up workshop

almost common through all cases, is the level of violence

experienced technical assistant Jim Duke, made possible

have been planned for 2014.

that accompany these acts and the devastating financial

by Rooftops, Canada, the project will be expanded in

consequences this has for the management agency as

2014.

This is a first

Workshops with SALGA:

tenants withhold rent payments. This best practice workshop

Together with the South African Local Government

was used as a platform to share real life experiences of

Association (SALGA) we organised two workshop in 2013:

rental boycotts and tenant uprisings, while exploring the

one on Municipal Rates and Taxes and one on Urban

causes and looking into the best ways of addressing these,

Regeneration. Both workshops were followed up with

both from a policy, legislative and strategic perspective as

consultancy projects in which certain municipalities were

well as from an SHIs operational perspective. The workshop

assisted with research and/or implementation of plans.

further explored ways in which this unrest emerges, ways of
addressing this reactively and pro-actively and how best
an SHI can use the security cluster even in the face of a
fragmented legal system.
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FIFTEEN AND A HALF YEARS

by Harmen Oostra

In April 2014 I will leave South Africa and resettle in the

I like to see things happening and therefore many times I

decision makers tend to focus more and more on cheap

old town of Deventer in the Netherlands after being in

became a victim of my own impatience and patience is

land for social housing further away from the city centres

the country for 15½ years. I started my work as Technical

one of the key things that is needed. Social Housing doesn’t

and in doing so defeat the spatial, social and economic

Advisor (TA) in October 1998

at the Social Housing

happen overnight as it is not so much about putting units

integration as stipulated in the Act.

Foundation (SHF), a government agency that had been

on the ground as creating sustainable human settlements

established in 1997. In that same year the Social Housing

where tenants feel safe and are proud to live. I realised

Secondly, Social Housing runs the danger of becoming

Policy was finalised and a number of SHIs were already

that South Africa was not doing badly at all if one looks

more and more politicised. Politicians tend to use the

functioning such as the Johannesburg Housing Company

at was has been achieved in the last 17 years, especially

successes of SH projects for their own political gain and

and Communicare, or in the process of being established

when one compares it with how social housing evolved

as such there is nothing wrong with it because it is a

such as Housing Association East London and First Metro

over the years in the Netherlands in the 19th century.

government programme. But I have the feeling that

Housing.

interference of politicians in projects often leads to
The first Dutch SHI was established without any government

decisions that are detrimental to a project and/or a SHI

Until the end of 2010, when the SHF closed down and the

assistance in 1852: ‘Vereeniging ten behoeve der

and that it is sometimes more informed by favouritism than

Social Housing Regulatory Authority (SHRA) was established

Arbeidersklasse te Amsterdam (VAK)’ (Association for the

based on social housing principles.

I worked as TA capacity development with the SHF and

working class in Amsterdam) which was a private initiative

between 2011 until now I worked with NASHO in a similar

of a group of wealthy people. It took almost 50 years until

Lastly, I am concerned about the lack of financial support

Over the years it was a pleasure to work with so many

1901 when the Social Housing Act was promulgated which

from the NDHS for development of the sector. During the

people in creating tools like the Social Housing Toolkit, the

stills governs social housing in the Netherlands, before

SHF years a substantial amount of money was committed

My main focus over the years has been on capacity

Operations Manual and numerous other documents and

the National Government stepped in and made funds

to capacity development but after the closure of the

development for the Social Housing sector and as such I

guides and running Best Practices and other workshops

available. It took subsequently another 10 years before

SHF this has fallen away and now almost four years later

have worked together with many colleagues, professionals

throughout the country. Although many of these tools

the first SHI was recognised and registered under the new

there is still no clarity as to who will take responsibility for

and SH practitioners. In my opinion I have had the most

have not been used to their full potential, I am convinced

act. The Dutch NASHO, Nationale Woning Raad (National

this development. As much as the sector has grown over

interesting job one can imagine as housing development

that they have contributed to the improvement of the

Housing Council, the predecessor of the current umbrella

the years, it still needs assistance to become stronger and

and management is about much more than bricks and

performance of the sector and will continue to do so in

body Aedes) was established in 1913.

grow to develop and manage more and more units.

mortar, rental payments, maintenance and business

the future.
If one looks at South Africa we are actually pretty fast

I am going back to the Netherlands with mixed feelings.

position.

plans. Housing is about safety and security and a sense
of belonging, lifestyles of people and improvements of

Over the years we have seen a number of SHIs being

with having a Social Housing Act in place within 11 years

There is still so much to be done and I am leaving many

people’s lives. That’s why, quite often, emotions run high

established and a number of existing SHIs growing and

of the beginning of SH in this country and NASHO being

wonderful people, some of whom have become friends,

when it comes to social housing.

becoming much stronger through the assistance of the

established in 2002. Social Housing is certainly contributing

behind and I leave a country that despite all its problems

National Department of Human Settlements, Provinces

to the highly needed change in this beautiful country.

is a beautiful country with the most amazing welcoming

Never a dull moment. That’s why people involved in

and Municipalities and a number of agencies like the SHF

Changes that are needed in the spatial, economic and

people. Although I am going almost 10 000 km away I will

the social housing are very committed and dedicated

and the NHFC. With their assistance and involvement of

social make-up as outlined in the Act. Having said that, I

keep on trying to stay involved and make some contribution

‘people’s’ people who are able to understand others, and

the sector the Social Housing Act was promulgated and

also have a few concerns.

over the coming years and one thing is for sure: I will be

together with them, create the best for their tenants as well

signed off by the President in November 2008. This cleared

as their organisations.

the way for SHIs to access substantial funding for projects.
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TECHNICAL SERVICES CENTRE
by Jacus Pienaar

The TSC has now been going for 21 months, and has

in Cape Town, and one in Johannesburg. Substantial

been active in this time providing technical support and

work has also been done on researching and developing

capacity building to individual members, municipalities

specifications for the two proposed demonstration projects

and the sector as a whole.

to be undertaken in 2014 and funded jointly by the SHRA,
World Wildlife Fund (SA) and Nedbank Green Trust. One

Activities

during

2013

included

providing

focussed

project will be a retrofit in Cape Town, and one a new-

technical support to three SHIs, assisting them in developing

build in Johannesburg, and the intention is to measure the

skills and systems for managing their asset development

beneficial effects of various green design and technology

programmes. Particular emphasis was on contracting,

interventions, and report these back to the sector to guide

briefing and contract and performance management

decision-making in development projects.

of professional teams to ensure maximum value-add for

Green Guide launch, workshops and visits to projects:
Fleurhof, Johannesburg & Bothasig, Cape Town

the client (SHI) through the professional services rendered
and control professional fee payments.

The Centre has worked closely with SALGA and CMRA

This included

during the year, providing training and support for municipal

developing for one of the SHIs a matrix of recommended

officials and councilors in the planning, development and

fees for a range of project types and sizes, both new-builds

implementation of rental housing delivery frameworks and

and refurbishments, and for another custom-made turnkey

strategies. This will continue more intensively in 2014. It has

or design and build construction contract agreement

also worked with SHiFT, researching and investigating ways

based on the JBCC standard building contract.

in which the Deep Down Market reach of social housing
can be improved. This work will also be concluded in the

The lessons learned through the activities above were

first quarter of 2014, and results will feed into the design

then incorporated into a training course on Development

workshop planned for early 2014.

Management, initially requested as an in-house course
by a non-member SHI, but then by agreement opened

In 2014 the Centre will focus on consolidating the results

up to member SHIs as well, and held in Cape Town

from the development management and greening support

during November. The response was very good, and the

work carried out in 2013, the support to municipalities, and

information and experience gained through all of the

the deep down market research to develop concrete

above, will be used in 2014 to develop generic frameworks,

and practical guidelines, systems and documents for

guidelines and templates for contracting, briefing and

the sector, and disseminate these through at least three

performance managing both external professionals and

workshops on management of physical development and

the SHI’s internal development management managers

contracting, providing direct support to at least five clients

and staff involved in development and maintenance of

(SHIs and Municipal landlords) through fee-based contract

stock.

services, assessing the approaches to reducing ‘capital
costs’ to assist deep down market reach, and supporting

The Green Starter Guide for SHIs, started in 2012, was finalised

the delivery of the two Green pilot projects and the linked

and launched in March, and two workshops on practical

product research.

application of the guidelines in the Guide were held, one

14
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EASTERN CAPE REGIONAL REPORT

by Andrew Wiseman

MEMBER VISITS 2013
Eastern Cape

2013 can be best described as a period of consolidation for the SHI’s of the Eastern Cape, particularly witnessed in Imizi’s
commencing its second development known as Fairview and SOHCO completing its Emerald Sky development. Own
Haven and HAEL on the other hand, co-ordinated efforts in dealing with and understanding local tenant issues and a
maturing Rental Tribunal environment – ultimately culminating in the absolution of the 18-month matter that Own Haven
was involved in.
Interaction with local government – particularly Buffalo City Municipality - hit an all-time low with very little, if any feedback
or tangible outcomes of engagements with them. Focus has been on trying to rectify and regularise the rates and utility
billing.
While every effort is being made by a supportive Provincial staff, the funding “non-delivery” by SHRA has greatly hamstrung
delivery progress. Another phenomena that has become apparent is the extent to which private developers/land owners
are targeting the RCG funding stream to the extent that the PSC meetings were abandoned as the sessions became
arguments as to why the respective sites were not in PRZ’s and what had to be done to get projects packaged. On a
positive note this highlighted the knowledge set and ability of SHIs as these initiatives were typically referred to us for
“guidance”.
This negativity was further exacerbated by Provincial procurement procedures apparently obstructing adjudication of
allocation of certain Provincial land parcels for a 3rd time....
Finally, it is positive to note that the Eastern Cape SHIs are fostering a culture of interaction with each other towards
exchanging information and opinions on an array of topics.

16
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GAUTENG REGIONAL REPORT

by Alison Wilson

Key issues facing Gauteng members are as follows:

NASHO Gauteng has five members, who take an active
part in NASHO meetings, and in the Provincial Steering
Committee (PSC).

•

Lack of certainty over the increase in the RCG grant
quantum is causing concern to NASHO Gauteng

Highlights of the year:

members, who have schemes ready to run that are
being adversely affected.

•

The Gauteng PSC met several times, facilitated by
the Gauteng Partnership Fund. GPF continue to give

•

The fact that the subsidy band has not been increased

invaluable support to the social housing sector in

is meaning that some SHRA funded schemes are no

Gauteng.

longer affordable to the target group of people
earning below R7500, as rentals (and costs) in these

•

Gauteng members hosted a tour of SHI schemes in

schemes have risen by inflation.

Johannesburg inner city as part of NASHOs 10 year
celebration on the theme of “loving/living in the inner

•

city” - to highlight the importance of social housing in

Members have been busy developing new housing

on the affordability of social housing provided to

changing the face of the inner city, the people and

projects during the year, as follows:

residents in Gauteng – recent research has shown that

livelihoods. Thanks to JOSHCO, JHC & Madulammoho
(and NASHO) for organising this.
•

The cost of utility charges continues to severely impact

Johannesburg has the highest rate of utility charges in
JHC: launched 3 new buildings in inner city Johannesburg,

the province. Research on this is to be carried out by

and managed to refurbish and tenant 351 units in Newtown;

NASHO.

The City of Tshwane continues to facilitate regular
meetings with SHIs and potential social housing

Madulammoho: are expanding to Cape Town, and are

developers, along with the GPF and other key

progressing with Phase 2 of their Fleurhof development. (It

who live in the inner city who earn below R3500 a

stakeholders. These have been very useful and

was subsequently awarded SHRA funding under SHIP 4);

month, and whether there should be some form of

•

supportive of social housing development. It is hoped

Whether SHIs can substantially cater for the people

rental subsidy for this group. (For example 50% of

that a strategy will be developed on the disposal of

JOSHCO: the City of Johannesburg gave JOSHCO a very

people who live in the inner city of Johannesburg earn

City owned land that prioritises the development of

large portfolio and budget in the year;

below R3200 a month).

social housing.
Yeast City Housing: their 88 unit development in Salvokop
•

•

•

We continue to meet at a social level once a quarter

in Pretoria was almost complete; and their SHIP 3B scheme,

of Freedom”, for transit orientated development.

to share work experiences & debate issues – in an

Thembelihle Village (734 units) was out to tender – both

Though social housing is meant to be one of the key

informal setting!
The GPF, SHRA and provincial government have

schemes being the 1 new development in the areas for

drivers, SHIs were not part of the original planning and

many years that will hopefully serve as a catalyst for the

development of the plan, so will need to be engaged

regeneration of parts of the City;

in clarifying the City’s vision and what a transformed

st

started the process of developing a Rental Housing

18

In Johannesburg the City has a new plan: “Corridors

city looks like.

strategy for Gauteng that will be commissioned and

Ekurhuleni Development Co. (EDC): have two projects in

undertaken during 2014.

the pipeline.
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KWAZULU NATAL REGIONAL REPORT

by Ismail Khatib

1. Organisational Update

3.2 Liaison with Local and Provincial Government

The NASHO KZN branch was formally launched on 19 July

The KZN Provincial Steering committee is very active and

2004, prior to which it operated as the KZN Social Housing

meets on a monthly basis. These meetings provide useful

At a branch level, a further challenge lies in achieving broader representivity of social housing initiatives in the province. The

Forum. The branch currently has 3 fully-fledged NASHO

interaction with both Provincial and Local Government

combination of vast distances on the one hand, and limited financial resources within the various social housing initiatives

members, i.e. First Metro Housing Company (First Metro),

and important issues such as access to land for SH delivery,

on the other, has thus far limited membership levels. If the KZN branch is to grow and become more representative, we

Msunduzi Housing Association (MHA), and the Social

addressing policy issues related to the Social Housing Policy

will need to look into providing assistance to some of the smaller and outlying initiatives.

Housing Company (SOHCO). First Metro and Msunduzi

and Programs.

Housing Association received full accreditation from the
SHRA and SOHCO has conditional accreditation.

Restructuring Zones, the Province now looks well placed to commence delivery in earnest.

I would also like to take this opportunity thank my colleagues in the KZN Province for their support and unwavering efforts
3.3 Social Housing Projects

in making social housing in our province a success.

The current projects under development in KZN under the
eThekwini Housing Association and Moko Social Housing

Social Housing Investment Program administered by the

received pre-accreditation. They are not yet members of

Social Housing Regulatory Authority (SHRA) are:

NASHO. The current office bearers serving on KZN NASHO

• Lakehaven Phase 2 (272 units)

are Ismail Khatib (Chairman), Stuart Talbot (Secretary

• Avoca Hills (520 units)

General) and Ivor Caldecott (Treasurer). Ismail Khatib

• Hamptons (430 units)

serves on the NASHO NEC.

• Hampshire (180 units)
• Hilltops (240 units)

2. Strategic Direction

• Westgate Grange (952 units)

During a strategic planning session conducted during
2010, the region identified the following priority areas for

This indicates a significant increase in Social Housing in KZN.

the year:

Two project launches were held during the period. The
Habitat for Humanity day at Lakehaven Phase 2 and the

•

Broaden membership base:

Includes general PR, marketing NASHO through newsletters

launch of Avoca Hills. Both events were attended by the
National Minister and key stakeholders.

and brochures and recruiting new members. Funds are
required to attract more remotely located SHIs to regional

3.4 KZN Rental Housing Strategy

meetings.

The KZN Department of Human Settlements hosted a Rental

•

Strategy workshop and this was the basis for formulation of

Remove blockages to social housing delivery:

List blockages and identify those that can be influenced

the Rental Strategy on the Province.

by NASHO, including strategic steps to be taken.
4. Way Forward
3. Activities during the Year

As in most parts of the country, the key challenge ahead is

3.1 Branch Meetings

that of ensuring social housing delivery at pace and scale

During the past year, the branch met, where possible, on a

in the province. The signs are promising that social housing

regular basis. The venue for the meetings was at the offices

delivery is being accelerated in the Province. With the

of SOHCO.

eThekwini Municipality having approved Provisional Urban

20
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MPUMALANGA REGIONAL REPORT
by George Xaba

1. Background

3. Challenges
MPUMALANGA and LIMPOPO form a region called the

3.1 Mpumalanga is 60% rural and thus impacts on the

3.3 Political Support

Mpumalanga Region. The region consists of five SHIs namely: Emalahleni Housing Company; Govan Mbeki Housing

restructuring zones. Lack of restructuring zones will always

Lack of political support and political direction by most

Company; Polokwane Housing Association; Mbombela Housing Company and Steve Tshwete Housing Association.

deprive the province of opportunities to access grant

municipalities is a cause for concern in the future of SHIs.

In terms of the NASHO regional demarcation strategy

funding such as the RCG. The SHIs made a call (through the

For example Mbombela Housing is mostly affected by this

A new member by the name of Mzansi Housing Company from Mbombela has showed interest to join and it is a matter

PSC) to the National Department of Human Settlements to

phenomenon. The chances of survival for this company

of time before the company is formally registered as a full member. All member SHIs are actively involved in the affairs of

assist in this regard.

are almost zero.
Lack of implementation of the performance agreement is

NASHO except PHA. All efforts were in vain to correct this state of affairs.
3.2 Accreditation is still a nightmare for the SHIs. Emalahleni
In the period under review, the province, under new leadership (both politically and administration) has moved swiftly

Housing is still the only SHI that is fully accredited – all others

to cement the relationship with SHRA and has thus resulted in the signing and establishment of the Provincial Steering

are on pre-accreditation status.

another challenge that needs to be reinforced.

4. Conclusion
Despite all the challenges it is not all dark and gloomy. The

Committee (PSC). The establishment of the PSC has been a milestone in that a platform has been developed to discuss
However, SHRA is assisting the SHIs by appointing

developments in the period under review are exciting and

consultants to assist SHIs that are working hard to achieve

seem to be the light at the end of the tunnel. We are all

Matters such as restructuring zones, accreditation, growth plans and compliancy are receiving special attention. This

the acceptable status. We must also note that there

embracing the establishment of the PSC and this gives us

move has created a vibe and propelled adequate understanding of the concept by other stakeholders. A lack of

were several factors beyond the SHIs to obtain at least

hope for the future.

focused leadership from provincial level was the main cause of poor service delivery in respect of social housing. To this

conditional accreditation. These problematic areas were

end a process of compiling a provincial rental management plan is in advance stages. The plan will form an integral part

as follows:

the business of social housing in the province.

of the provincial master plan for implementation in the next financial year. SHIs in the region are very excited about this
development.

•

2. Existing Projects and the Projects in the Pipeline

•

Historical arrears that were inherited from the past and
the process of debt recovery became too expensive

The region is currently managing a total of 2141 units and projects in the pipeline are 696 in total.

Difficulties of managing CRU which are historically
hostels with 60% inhabitants traditionally unemployed.
SHRA unfairly using the failure of SHIs to manage these

The table below illustrates the projects as per SHI:
Name of SHI
Emalahleni Housing
Company

Existing Stock/
Project

Projects in the Pipeline

projects even though these CRU projects are not under
Total

their portfolio

Remarks

•

1131 units

104 RCG units & 74 extension to
1131 Uthingo Park

1309

In the next 7 months 60% of these units will
be ready for occupation

Govan Mbeki Housing
Company

252 units

78 units will be ready by 15/4/2014
20 bachelor units: construction to
commence soon

428

Things are beginning to shape to the
direction GMHC wanted, thanks to the PSC.

Mbombela Housing
Company

26 units

735 Sonheuwel ext. 12 - Land 3.5
hectors

761

There is serious political interference
(municipal) which harms the progress of the
institution.

Steve Tshwete Housing
Company

732 units

300 Mhluzi

1032

Huge growth potential as soon as issues of
restructuring zones is attended to.
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Inability to attract adequate human capacity due to
financial constraints

•

Lack of platforms such as the PSC to discuss business
of social housing
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WESTERN CAPE REGIONAL REPORT
by Joel Mkunqwana

Last year I reflected on our ability to consistently meet as a

housing. It will be recalled that the SHRA had funded

on a feasible basis. For instance there are challenges with the viability of projects which were approved by the

regional group due to the limited number of members. We

the development of such a process. The City has

SHRA during the Phase 3B cycle of RCG allocations related to the higher apportionment of the RCG being applied

consisted then of two members, namely Communicare

formally issued a Request for Proposals for specific

retrospectively. Further to this clarity is being sought through various lobbying fronts regarding the income target issue

and SOHCO with the latter more of a national based

inner city developments based on a Precinct Model

which could seriously hamper existing and new projects if not addressed urgently and immediately.

company. We had intended then to meet immediately

as well as released an Urban Spatial Development

after scheduled sessions of the Social Housing Provincial

Framework on the Milnerton / Brooklyn / Maitland

Steering Committee meetings which are normally held

identified pilot node which has identified specific

engage with the City on related project issues and periodically meet together with the City as well as separately.

bimonthly. Due to various logistical challenges, this was

land parcels for affordable inner suburban / city

The Intergovernmental Regional Structure consisting of the City and the Provincial authorities has been engaged on

also not feasible.

future developments. The social housing institutions

land issues as well as inner city and suburban planned projects with a view to elicit technical support and structured

have been involved in such process and in loco

allocation of state land that has better opportunities relative to sustainable integration in terms of geographical

However during 2013 we had two additional members

inspections of the specific locations earmarked for

locations.

operating in the Western Cape which are Domus and

future developments have been conducted. NASHO,

Madulammoho

housing

institutions

respectively.

3.

Partnership Arrangements – the five member institutions who are part of the City’s formal partners continue to

This

after earlier successfully holding national workshops on

We intend therefore to improve efforts to meet regularly and consolidate local programmes and gains made to date

will now make it possible for us to pursue such regional

Community Development and Urban Regeneration

as highlighted by the above critical interventions.

consultative meetings which are crucial for advancing

workshops, has recently arranged in partnership

key strategic sector issues and related programmes and

with Rooftops Canada for a visit in February 2014

challenges. Sadly the CTCHC has not renewed their

to Ontario to view and discuss urban regeneration

membership with NASHO as they had indicated that they

dimensions and practical experiences which will

would review the situation during the course of this year.

assist with local efforts. To this end two representatives
from both Communicare and the City of Cape Town

Given the significance of local sector issues and challenges

went to Ontario for a worthwhile exposure visit on

which needed lobbying and information sharing by

local and international efforts inner City regeneration

the regional office together with its members, we have

programmes which will be presented to NASHO

prepared to engage the local members as well as public

members at some stage. We have also planned

partners on the following matters, some of which I reflected

further consultative Urban Regeneration feedback

on last year:

sessions with local stakeholders which will serve as
useful updates on level of progression with the local

1.

Social Housing and Urban Regeneration Programmes

efforts and programmes.

– The SHRA agreed the use of the derived Conceptual
Development Framework on two inner city properties

24

2.

Participation in PSC Sessions – We have continued to

owned by the Department of Public Works and

use this platform as local members to reflect on existing

Transport as a reference tool to frame any interested

and planned social housing projects. This has allowed

members’ respective intent to pursue own projects

for appropriate comparative analysis on institutional

as well as when these two sites become publicly

strengths and weaknesses of current projects as well

available within the partnership process for social

as whether SHRA RCG allocations have been utilised
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TREASURER’S REPORT

by Andrew Wiseman

During the period under review, NASHO has focussed its efforts on delivering products for its members to add value and
support in the sector’s response to the current development challenges. This has not been without its challenges as

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Extracts

National Association of Social Housing Organisations

reported below.

(Registration number 025-976-NPO)
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2013

Audited Financial Statements 2013

Statement of Financial Position

The extracts from the Annual Financial Statements 2013 tabulated below illustrate the extent to which operations are still

Figures in Rand

being funded through grant monies at a period when NASHO is actively pursuing solutions to the nonexistence of a formal

Note(s)

2013

2012

capacitation framework for the sector.

Assets

Capacity Building programme

Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment

2

28,010

42,025

Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

3
4

147,362
3,260,186

111,069
1,529,797

3,407,548

1,640,866

3,435,558

1,682,891

1,568,983

639,828

Acknowledgement of the relevance of NASHOs capacity building efforts are echoed in the grant-funding secured from
Aedes through the Dutch MOU. However, this has not been mirrored locally with no clear direction being forthcoming
from the SHRA regarding NASHOs envisaged capacity building role within the sector, largely as a result of SHRA’s internal
instability towards the end of 2013.

Total Assets

Technical Services Centre
As with the lack of clear outcome regarding capacitation funding, the forging of a partnership with the WWF-SA by

Equity and Liabilities

NASHO is now being jeopardised by SHRA’s non-adherence to initial commitments made to partner in the Greening
guidelines and best practise programme.

Equity
General Reserve

Membership Fees

Liabilities

Again members have responded positively to the fee structure based on a levy payable per unit managed as at 1st

Non-Current Liabilities
Deferred income

5

1,847,165

1,007,368

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Provisions

6
7

3,792
15,618

20,998
14,697

19,410

35,695

Total Liabilities

1,866,575

1,043,063

Total Equity and Liabilities

3,435,558

1,682,891

January for the ensuing year, with the systematic growth of stock under management contributing towards the increase
in fees collected.
Deferred Income
The deferred income reflected in the AFS relates to deferred income from Aedes for specific initiatives to be undertaken
by NASHO during 2014.
Interest
Given NASHOs positive cash position, interest earned on the Investment Account continues to contribute to the liquidity
of the organisation with an amount of R 51873 earned during the 2013 financial year.
Conclusions
While NASHO continues to actively direct its limited resources to lobby policy makers and SHRA on the issues critical to
the sector, it is disappointing that our members appear to be nonresponsive to programmes packaged by NASHO for

Extracts taken from the NASHO Audited Financial Statements for the Year Ending 31 December 2013.
A full copy is available on written request to the NASHO office.

its members. It is only through constructive critique that our staff can be guided to ensure that products talk to member
needs and priorities thereby adding value to its membership base.
26
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Extracts

NASHO STRATEGY SESSION 2013

National Association of Social Housing Organisations
(Registration number 025-976-NPO)
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2013

Statement of Comprehensive Income
Figures in Rand

Note(s)

2013

2012

Revenue
Cost of services rendered

3,775,012
(1,247,514)

2,366,523
(932,361)

Gross profit
Operating expenses

2,527,498
(1,650,216)

1,434,162
(1,528,722)

Operating surplus/(deficit)
Investment revenue

877,282
51,873

(94,560)
28,131

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year
Other comprehensive income

929,155
-

(66,429)
-

Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year

929,155

(66,429)

8
9

Statement of Changes in Equity
Figures in Rand

General
Reserve

Total equity

Balance at 01 January 2012
Changes in equity
Total comprehensive deficit for the year

706,257

706,257

(66,429)

(66,429)

Total changes

(66,429)

(66,429)

Balance at 01 January 2013
Changes in equity
Total comprehensive surplus for the year

639,828

639,828

929,155

929,155

Total changes

929,155

929,155

1,568,983

1,568,983

Balance at 31 December 2013
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NASHO 10 YEAR CELEBRATION
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